
paper
colouring supplies (I used watercolour
paint)
glue/sticky tape
scissors 

 Colour in your paper so your fish will be
bright and cheerful. I used one A4 piece of
paper for the fish body and drew fins, eyes
and some colour for the tail on another
piece. Cut these out.
 Accordion fold the paper to make the fish
body. To do this fold over a small piece of
paper on the shorter edge. Then turn the
paper over and fold over again. Keep
turning and folding until all the paper is
folded. 
 Now use a glue stick on the folded edge
on both the fish body and tail. Fold in half
so it makes a fan shape. The glue will hold
it together. 
 Use glue or tape to attach the eyes to the
fish and the fins. Attach the tail to the end
of the fish. Use glue or tape  to stick it in
between the folds of the body.

What you need:

What to do:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Make a Folded Fish

Glue along here.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Don’t forget to share your creation with the
Kids Club Online Gallery
https://www.wyndham.vic.gov.au/form/library-
kids-club-online-photo-g



is the surface layer of the ocean to about 200 metres deep.
a lot of light and heat from the sun.
a lot of sea life lives there like dolphins. 
location of coral reefs.

200 - 1000 metres deep.
many sea animals such as swordfish and hatchetfish live here.
low levels of sunlight.

1000-4000 metres deep.
Sunlight can't penetrate the water.
It is very cold.
Many different sea species live here like the anglerfish.
Sperm Whales search for food in the midnight layer.

between 4000 - 6000 metres deep.
It's very cold in The Abyss. There is no natural light or sunlight. 
Invertebrates live here, such as sea stars and squid. 
No plants are here since there is no sunlight.

The Trenches lies between 6000 to over 10,000 metres deep, and is along the
bottom of the ocean. 
The temperature is very cold, and it's very dark with no natural light. 
Invertebrates like starfish live here.

Do you know what the five layers of the ocean are?
   1.The Epipelagic Zone (Sunlight Zone).

   2. The Mesopelagic Zone (Twilight Zone).

   3. The Bathypelagic Zone (Midnight Zone).

   4. Abyssopelagic Zone (The Abyss).

   5. Hadalpelagic Zone ( The Trenches).


